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Abstract: The Showcase Round of the television game show "The Price is Right" (or TPIR) features1

two contestants, each of whom guesses the total price of her designated showcase of merchandise.2

The player whose guess (or bid in game parlance) is closer to, but no higher than, the actual value of3

her showcase wins that showcase. This article examines a simplified model of the TPIR Showcase4

Round using a geometric approach, to show how players of different estimating skill should shade5

their bids given uniformly-distributed estimating errors. Complete- and incomplete-information6

scenarios are considered in turn and mutual-best-response bidding strategies are presented, using7

both analytic and algorithmic tools. In general, the player who is more-skilled and/or has the less8

expensive showcase can shade her bid more than her opponent. Showcase price history also affects9

optimal bids and expected payoffs. Finally, a golden-section search algorithm that finds optimal10

bids in the incomplete-information game is presented and an online bid calculator is provided.11

Keywords: The Price is Right; guessing games; showcase; Nash equilibrium; Bayesian12

1. Introduction13

"The Price is Right" (TPIR) is the longest-running game show on U.S. television. The final14

segment of the show, the Showcase Round, is a pricing contest between two players who appeared15

earlier in the show. A package (showcase) of merchandise and/or travel is shown to both players.16

The player with the greater winnings is given the option to bid on this showcase (that is, guess its17

value) or pass it to her opponent, who must then bid on it. Then a second showcase is presented, and18

whichever player remains must bid on that one. After the commercial break, the TPIR host reveals19

the actual prices of both showcases, and the person who made the closer guess without overbidding20

wins her showcase. Overbidding disqualifies a player, and if both players overbid there is no winner.21

Finally, if the winner’s bid is within $250 of her actual showcase price, she wins both showcases.22

Showcase prices during the 2017-2018 season were usually between $20,000 and $60,000.23

As regular TPIR viewers, my spouse and I agreed to play a 100-showcase tournament to see who24

was the better bidder.1 Our contest led me to ask, to what extent should a Showcase Round contestant25

shade her bid, relative to her best estimate, when the players vary in estimating skill? My curiosity,26

and the lack of a direct answer to this question in the literature, motivated this study.27

There is, of course, a wealth of work dealing with first-price and second-price, common-value28

and private-value, sealed-bid and sequential-bid auctions, along with numerous other variants [1–3].29

But the TPIR Showcase Round is unlike any real-life auction. One could characterize it as a pair of30

sequential single-bid, first-price, common-value, asymmetric, incomplete-information auctions with31

two other unusual provisos: only the closer-bidding player wins her auction; and overbidding leads32

to disqualification (a winner’s curse in another guise). This is not an auction format one would find33

anywhere except on a television game show.34

Most TPIR-related work has focused on either the four-player Contestant’s Row auction [4] or35

the three-player Showcase Showdown spin strategy [5]; relatively few address the Showcase Round.36
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Studies that do consider games similar to the Showcase Round tend to make simplifications such as37

having both players bid on the same showcase [6–8]; awarding the winning bidder a fixed payoff38

instead of the showcase value [6]; or scaling the showcase valuations to a [0, 1] range instead of using39

dollar values [6,7]. Reviewing those works, I was concerned that such simplifications could conceal40

important aspects of bid-shading strategy.41

Two works do make relevant contributions to the Showcase Round as it is played on television.42

Davidson-Pilon [9] uses Bayesian analysis, loss functions and PyMC code2 to show how a player can43

refine her valuation estimate based on her beliefs about the prices of her showcase items. The author44

does not address in an analytical sense how a player should bid strategically, i.e., when facing an45

opponent. Instead, he uses a "risk-factor" parameter to capture a player’s tendency to bid aggressively46

or conservatively.47

Downey [10] also begins with the Bayesian process of formulating a bid from prior history and48

price signals, but he takes the competitive aspect of the game further. The author uses a set of Python49

routines to compute "the optimal bid" for each player, when the players have different estimating50

errors and the showcases have different estimated values. (His method implies that the two players51

bid simultaneously and know each other’s estimating error as well as their own.) Because Downey’s52

approach is algorithmic rather than analytic, it is not entirely clear whether the output of this process53

represents the players’ best responses to each other’s bids. Downey does not offer general conclusions54

about bidding strategy, as the focus of his work is Bayesian methods and not TPIR per se.55

The present study aims not only to provide an analytical basis for showcase bidding strategy but56

also to give the rational player a useful sense of the factors that influence this strategy. To satisfy the57

first aim, I am obliged to make simplifications of my own, as I will outline in Section 2. As to my58

second aim, I intend to use plain English and helpful illustrations as much as possible, and I hope to59

convey many of my findings as "rules of thumb" for players to use in game situations.60

We begin by presenting our player model and game model and spelling out our simplifications.61

This is followed by a three-part discussion. We first consider a symmetric complete-information (C-I)62

analogue of the Showcase Round, which serves to introduce concepts and notation used throughout63

the paper. Next, we generalize this approach to find the optimal bids in a C-I game for players of64

arbitrary estimating skill. Lastly, we present an algorithmic solution for the incomplete-information65

(I - I) game, where each player knows her own estimating skill but not that of her opponent.66

2. Assumptions and Simplifications67

2.1. The Player Model68

In the analysis that follows, we make a number of rather strong assumptions about the players.69

First, we assume the players are rational and well-informed (and have read the findings of this study).70

We assume they know the recent history of TPIR showcase prices. We also assume the players have71

common knowledge, i.e., each of them knows that their opponent knows the payoff functions and the72

optimal strategies. Finally, we assume the players can do any necessary calculations in their heads.73

Our model players, however, are not perfect estimators. For this study, we assume that player74

estimates of showcase prices are unbiased but imprecise, like scattershot centered around a bullseye.75

We refer to a player’s precision as her skill level s, expressed as a fraction of showcase valuation. For76

example, if player n of skill level s = 0.2 estimates that a showcase is worth V̂n = $25,000, then the77

actual price Vn will turn out to be somewhere between $20,000 and $30,000 (i.e., ±20% of $25,000).78

A player’s skill level is like a batting average in baseball, a characteristic measure of her ability to79

guess the exact price of a showcase. Here, lower s values are better.80

In real life, the range of TPIR skill levels appears to be 0.10 to 0.40, where 0.10-0.15 represents an81

excellent estimator, 0.20-0.25 a very good one, 0.30 a "contestant-level" estimator, and 0.40 unskilled82

(see Appendix A). As a practical matter, it would be hard for a player to achieve an s-value worse than83
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0.40 (±40%), as simply bidding the mean ($31,703) on every Season 46 (2017-2018) showcase would84

have produced a "skill level" of roughly 0.35.385

In all the scenarios we will discuss, we assume each player knows, from experience, her own86

skill level. In C-I games, we assume each player also knows her opponent’s skill level. In I - I games,87

we assume each player knows the distribution of skill levels in the player population but not that of88

her opponent.89

We can derive analytical expressions for each player’s optimal bid if we assume that the actual90

showcase prices Vn are independent random variables distributed over the players’ bidding ranges.91

We define Player n’s bidding range Rn as the difference between her highest (Hn) and lowest (Ln)92

possible actual showcase price based on her skill level, her estimated valuation V̂n and the minimum93

and maximum showcase prices Vmin and Vmax as dictated by TPIR game history: 4
94

Rn ≡ min[(1+ sn)V̂n, Vmax]−max[(1− sn)V̂n, Vmin].

We presume that each player establishes her bidding range in the following fashion:95

• The player estimates the value V̂n of her showcase.96

• She finds Hn, the highest possible price of her showcase, as the lesser of (1+ sn)V̂n and Vmax.97

• She finds Ln, the lowest possible price of her showcase, as the greater of (1− sn)V̂n and Vmin.98

• She calculates Rn = Hn − Ln and the range midpoint Mn = (Hn + Ln)/2.99

Rn may be viewed as the inverse of the player’s estimating skill: as Rn increases, so does the100

range of values from which her actual showcase price may be drawn, increasing the expected error101

in her bid. But bear in mind, if a player’s showcase valuation is close to a historical price limit, then102

her truncated bidding range will be smaller than her skill level would otherwise suggest.103

2.2. The Game Model104

The game model in this study departs from the TPIR Showcase Round in several ways:105

• In this study, the showcases are randomly assigned to the players;106

• both showcases are described to the players before either player bids;107

• the players bid on their respective showcases simultaneously, using sealed bids;108

• no bonus is awarded to the winner if her bid is within $250 of the actual price.109

These departures from the television version of TPIR eliminate two of the asymmetries between110

the contestants, namely, the ability (of the first player) to accept or decline the first showcase and the111

ability (of the first player should she decline, otherwise the second) to see her opponent’s showcase112

and evaluate her opponent’s bid before placing her own. Our goal here is to put the players on a113

more equal footing in order to focus on how their estimation skills affect their optimal bids.114

Another departure is how we model bid errors and actual showcase prices. In this analysis we115

assume that both of these variables are uniformly distributed over Ln to Hn, whereas the bid errors116

of TPIR tournament players and contestants appear to be positively-skewed normal distributions117

(Figure A.2), and actual showcase prices follow a similar pattern (Figure A.4). Further remarks on118

skill levels, showcase prices and the uniform distribution are offered in Appendix A.119

With regard to the double-showcase bonus, there is little evidence that it significantly affects120

real-life payoffs or bids. In five seasons of TPIR (2013-2018), there were only 24 double-showcase121

winners among 1900 bidders. Ignoring this bonus has little practical impact on bid strategy and122

makes our analysis more straightforward.123

Finally, we point out that the "optimal" bid in this game model is the bid that maximizes the124

player’s expected payoff, not just her chance of winning. We treat each game as if the players were125

engaged in a multiple-game tournament and their goal is to maximize their overall payoffs.126
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3. Symmetric Complete-Information Game127

3.1. Geometry of the Game128

In this section, we introduce a symmetric C-I analogue to TPIR. Two players are presented a129

bowl that is filled with R balls, numbered consecutively from L to H. The players are informed of130

the values L and H and the midpoint value M. Each player’s task is to make the best guess of the131

number she will draw from the bowl, without exceeding that number. Whichever player is closer132

without going over wins the value of her draw.133

Each player (n = I, J) is asked to write down her guess (i.e., bid) Bn without revealing it to her134

opponent. Then each player in turn (the order doesn’t matter) draws a ball from the bowl, records135

the number drawn (Vn) and returns the ball to the bowl. Lastly, each player’s guess is compared to136

her draw and the winner – if there is one – is the player with the smaller non-negative result Vn − Bn.137

The game is depicted geometrically in Figure 1. The bidding range R of Player I lies along the138

X-axis and that of Player J along the Y-axis. The point (Vi , Vj) representing the values of the two139

draws (i.e., actual showcase prices) may fall anywhere within the large R x R square. The green dot140

on the graph denotes one possible combination of Vi and Vj.141

The point (Bi , Bj) marks the bids of the two players. (Because this game is symmetric and the142

players have the same information, we should expect two rational players to make the same bid B.)143

The red dot on the graph denotes one possible pair of bids. This point serves to divide the graph into144

as many as five areas:145

• The white square below and to the left of (Bi , Bj) is the "Both Over" area. If (Vi , Vj) falls in this146

area, then both players have overbid and neither player wins.147

• The rectangles at upper left and bottom right are the "One Over/One Under" areas. If (Vi , Vj)148

falls in either of these areas, then one of the players has overbid and her opponent wins. The149

yellow rectangle shows where Player I is over and the blue rectangle where Player J is over.150

• The area at upper right is split into two parts by a 45-degree line drawn from the point (Bi , Bj).151

If (Vi , Vj) falls above the diagonal, Player I’s bid is closer to Vi than her opponent’s bid is to Vj152

and Player I wins. If (Vi , Vj) falls below the diagonal (as depicted in Figure 1) then Player J’s bid153

is closer and Player J wins.154

Figure 1. Geometric model of the symmetric complete-information game
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For the rest of the symmetric game discussion, we will drop the use of player subscripts except155

for actual showcase prices (Vi, Vj), since all other variables are the same for each player. We will also,156

for the moment, ignore the historical limits Vmin and Vmax.157

3.2. Analysis158

The objective of Player n is to maximize her expected payoff Un ≡ Pr(n wins) ∗ EVn ∣ (n wins)159

where Pr(n wins) is the probability that Player n wins by any means and EVn is the expected value160

of Player n’s showcase given that she has won. For a uniform distribution of actual showcase prices,161

the probability that Player n wins is the ratio of her winning area to the total area of Figure 1:162

Pr(n wins) = [(H − B)(B − L)+ 1
2(H − B)

2]/R2. (1)

We may simplify Equation 1 by defining C ≡ H − B and substituting R −C for B − L:163

Pr(n wins) = (2RC −C2
)/2R2. (2)

The expected value EVn is derived from the probability density function y(x) of showcase prices164

for winning bids between B and H, or165

EVn ∣ (n wins) = ∫
H

B
y(x) ⋅ xdx . (3)

The probability density function (pdf) for this game is shown in Figure 2 and is given by166

For L ≤ x < B ∶ y(x) = 0

For B ≤ x ≤ H ∶ y(x) =
yB − yH

H − B
(x − B)+ yH .

(4)

We know yB = (1−C/R) yH from the geometry of Figure 1. We derive yH from the equation for167

the area A under the pdf (again substituting C for H − B):168

A(pdf) = yBC + 1
2(yH − yB)C = 1 (5)

∴ yH = 2R/(2RC −C2
) . (6)

Defining K ≡ 2/(2RC −C2) allows us to rewrite the pdf for B ≤ x ≤ H as169

For L ≤ x < B ∶ y(x) = 0

For B ≤ x ≤ H ∶ y(x) = K (−x + B + R) .
(7)

0

Figure 2. Probability density function of the winning showcase price in the symmetric C-I game.
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Returning to the expected value, we now have170

EVn ∣ (n wins) =K∫
H

B
−x2dx + (B + R)x dx , or (8)

EVn ∣ (n wins) =K (− 1
6 B3

− 1
2 RB2

+ 1
2 H2B + 1

2 H2R − 1
3 H3

) . (9)

Since Pr(n wins) = 1/KR2, the expected payoff U ≡ Pr(n wins) ∗ EVn ∣ (n wins) is171

U = (− 1
3 B3

− RB2
+ H2B + H2R − 2

3 H3
)/ 2R2 (10)

This allows us to solve the following quadratic for the optimal bid B∗:172

dU
dB

= (−B2
− 2RB + H2

) / 2R2
= 0 (11)

B∗ =
√

R2 + H2 − R (12)

So, for the symmetric C-I game, we find that the optimal bid B∗ is somewhat greater than L, the173

minimum of the bidding range. For example, if the players’ showcase estimates are V̂ = $25,000 and174

their skill levels are s = 0.20, then L = $20,000, H = $30,000 and their optimal bids B∗ = $21,157.175

3.3. Discussion176

To generalize our discussion of bid-shading, we introduce three scaled variables (along with s)177

normalized to the player’s showcase valuation. We have already defined s, which equals R/2V̂ if178

the bidding range is not truncated by historical price limits. We will also refer to the scaled range179

r ≡ R/2M, the scaled bid b ≡ (B − L)/R and the scaled payoff u ≡ U/V̂.180

The scaled range r is identical to s if the bidding range has not been truncated (i.e., when M = V̂).181

The scaled bid b relates a player’s bid to her bidding range, where b = 0 equates to B = L, her lowest182

possible bid. Likewise, the scaled payoff u relates her expected payoff to her valuation, where u > 0.5183

implies a greater expected payoff than if the winner were chosen by lot.184

Let us first look at payoffs and bids in the symmetric C-I game with no showcase price limits.185

Figure 3 presents expected payoff curves and optimal bid curves for this game in terms of the scaled186

variables we just defined.187

0.25

0.10

Figure 3. Expected payoff and optimal bid curves for the symmetric complete-information game in
which the players have identical skills, valuations and bids, and there are no showcase price limits.
(a) The scaled payoff u vs. the scaled bid b for various skill levels s. (b) Optimal bids plotted as B∗/V̂
vs. skill level s (upper right). (c) Optimal scaled bid b∗ vs. skill level s (lower right).
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As Figure 3a (left) shows, the scaled expected payoff curves u are fairly flat when 0 ≤ b ≤ 0.3,188

particularly for s = 0.10 and s = 0.25 players, whereas the payoff curve skews closer to the midpoint189

for poor (s = 0.50) players. In all cases, u is 0.45 or greater when the players bid optimally.190

On the right-hand side of Figure 3, optimal bid functions for the symmetric game are presented191

from two different perspectives. In Figure 3b (upper right), the ratio B∗/V̂ is plotted vs. skill level s.192

This ratio falls from 0.92 to 0.80 as s increases from 0.1 to 0.5, suggesting that the optimal amount of193

bid-shading – when expressed as a fraction of showcase valuation – is higher for less-skilled players.194

On the other hand, the optimal scaled bid b∗ increases with s (Figure 3c, lower right) which means,195

for poor players, B∗ may be closer to M (b = 0.5) than to L (b = 0) .196

197

Rule of Thumb: Players who are equally-skilled estimators (or drawing from the same bowl) may each198

bid b ≈ 0.2 and not be far from their optimal expected payoff.199

200

4. Unequal-Skill Complete-Information Game201

4.1. Geometry of the Game202

We now turn to the complete-information game with unequally-skilled players and arbitrary203

but common-knowledge showcase valuations. The players have different bidding ranges (Ri , Rj)204

and showcase valuations (V̂i , V̂j) and are likely to have different optimal bids (B∗i , B∗j ). The players205

know each other’s bidding ranges and valuations.206

Two examples of this game are depicted in Figure 4. The diagram at left shows a game in which207

Player I’s estimating skill is better than Player J’s, so Player I’s bidding range is smaller; the diagram208

at right illustrates the reverse.209

As before, the colors indicate which player wins if the actual showcase price pair (Vi , Vj) falls in210

a given area, with blue denoting a win for Player I and yellow a win for Player J.211

Finding the optimal bids for Players I and J in the unequal-skill game is not as straightforward212

as it was for the symmetric game. The problem is that the diagonal line from (Bi , Bj) divides the213

upper-right rectangle into a quadrilateral (Q) and a triangle (T). We do not know which area belongs214

Figure 4. Geometric model of two unequal-skill complete-information games. Player I wins if the
showcase price pair (Vi , Vj) falls in a blue-shaded area; Player J wins if it falls in a yellow-shaded area.
The diagonal from point (Bi , Bj) divides the upper-right rectangle into a triangle and a quadrilateral.
(a) The quadrilateral area Q belongs to Player I. (b) The quadrilateral area Q belongs to Player J.
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to which player until we spot the optimal bid point (B∗i , B∗j ) – but we cannot calculate each player’s215

optimal bid until the Q and T areas are assigned to the appropriate players.216

This does not prevent us, however, from finding the formula for the optimal bid for whichever217

player holds the Q (or T) area. We will refer to these virtual players as Player Q and Player T, and we218

will determine later how Q and T are assigned to Players I and J.219

4.2. Player Q Analysis220

Player Q is the player whose bid BQ is closer to HQ than BT is to HT , or to put it more simply,221

CQ ≤ CT . Figure 4a (left-hand diagram) illustrates a case in which Player I is Q and Player J is T. Here,222

Player Q’s bidding range is shown on the X-axis and Player T’s on the Y-axis.223

To find Player Q’s optimal bid, we follow the same steps used for the symmetric game. Given a224

uniform distribution of actual showcase prices over her bidding range, the probability that Player Q225

wins is the ratio of her winning area (in blue) to the total area of the rectangle in Figure 4a:226

Pr(Q wins) = (HQ − BQ)(RT −
1
2(HQ − BQ))/(RQRT), or (13)

Pr(Q wins) = (2RTCQ −C 2
Q) / 2RQRT = 1/KQRQRT , (14)

where we define KQ ≡ 2/(2RTCQ −C 2
Q) in analogy to K in Section 3.2. Next, we write the equations227

for the pdf of the winning showcase price (Figure 5) given a Player Q victory:228

For LQ ≤ x < BQ ∶ y(x) = 0

For BQ ≤ x ≤ HQ ∶ y(x) =
yC − yH

HQ − BQ
(x − BQ)+ yH .

(15)

We know yC = (1−CQ/RT) yH and that the area A under the pdf is 1. Therefore,229

yH = 2RT/(2RTCQ −C 2
Q) = KQRT . (16)

We now rewrite the pdf as230

For LQ ≤ x < BQ ∶ y(x) = 0

For BQ ≤ x ≤ HQ ∶ y(x) = KQ(−x + BQ + RT)
(17)

So the expression for the expected value is231

EVQ ∣ (Q wins) = KQ ∫
HQ

BQ
−x2dx + (BQ + RT)x dx. (18)

Figure 5. PDF of Player Q’s winning showcase price in the unequal-skill C-I game
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Expanding Equation 18 gives

EVQ ∣ (Q wins) = KQ [− 1
6 B 3

Q − 1
2 RT B 2

Q + 1
2 H 2

Q BQ + 1
2 H 2

Q RT −
1
3 H 3

Q] . (19)

This is identical to Equation 9 for the symmetric game except for the player subscripts. To finish,
we write the formulas for the expected payoff UQ = Pr(Q wins) ⋅ EVQ and the optimal bid B ∗

Q :

UQ = (− 1
3 B 3

Q − RT B 2
Q + H 2

Q BQ + H 2
Q RT −

2
3 H 3

Q )/ 2RQRT , (20)

B ∗

Q =
√

R 2
T + H 2

Q − RT . (21)

Note that the optimal bid for Player Q depends on Player T’s bidding range (known to both232

players) but it does not require knowing Player T’s bid. This bit of fortune lets us find Player Q’s233

optimal bid and then calculate Player T’s best response without solving simultaneous equations.234

Some remarks before we move on. First, it is possible for arbitrary combinations of HQ and RT235

to produce B ∗

Q < LQ in Equation 21 – but it makes no sense to place such a bid, knowing VQ falls236

between LQ and HQ. So we require BQ ≥ LQ. Second, our geometric definition of Players Q and T237

requires CQ ≤ CT , from which it follows that all BQ ≥ HQ − RT .238

4.3. Player T Analysis239

Player T is the player for whom CT > CQ as depicted in Figure 4b, with Player T’s bidding range240

on the X-axis and Player Q’s on the Y-axis. We will quickly step through the analysis for Player T:241

Pr(T wins) = [(HT − BT)(RQ − HQ + BQ)+ 1
2(HQ − BQ)

2
] / RQRT , or (22)

Pr(T wins) = [2CT(RQ −CQ)+C 2
Q] / 2RQRT = 1/KT RQRT , (23)

where KT = 2 / [2 CT(RQ −CQ)+C 2
Q] .

The equations for the winning showcase price pdf for Player T (Figure 6):242

For LT ≤ x < BT ∶ y(x) = 0

For BT ≤ x < BT +CQ ∶ y(x) =
yB − yH

CQ
(x − BT)+ yH (24)

For BT +CQ ≤ x ≤ HT ∶ y(x) = yB

Given that yB = (1−CQ/RQ) yH and the area A under the pdf is 1 , we find243

yH = 2RQ / [ 2CT(RQ −CQ)+C 2
Q ] = KT RQ . (25)

0

Figure 6. PDF of Player T’s winning showcase price in the unequal-skill C-I game
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Now the pdf can be rewritten as244

For LT ≤ x < BT ∶ y(x) = 0

For BT ≤ x < BT +CQ ∶ y(x) = KT (−x + BT + RQ) (26)

For BT +CQ ≤ x ≤ HT ∶ y(x) = KT (RQ −CQ) .

So the expected value EVT of a winning bid for Player T is245

EVT ∣ (T wins) =KT [∫

BT+CQ

BT
−x2dx + (BT + RQ)x dx +∫

HT

BT+CQ
(RQ −CQ)x dx] or (27)

EVT ∣ (T wins) =KT [− 1
2(RQ −CQ)B 2

T + 1
2 C 2

QBT +
1
6 C 3

Q + 1
2(RQ −CQ)H 2

T ] (28)

Since UT = Pr(T wins) ⋅ EVT , Player T’s expected payoff is246

UT = [−(RQ −CQ)B 2
T +C 2

QBT +
1
3 C 3

Q + (RQ −CQ)H 2
T ] / 2RQRT for CQ < RQ (29a)

UT = RQ (BT +
1
3 RQ) / 2RT for CQ = RQ (29b)

These formulas hold for LT ≤ BT ≤ (HT − CQ). BT must not exceed (HT − CQ), otherwise CT247

would be less than CQ, contradicting our geometric definition of Players Q and T.248

Player T’s optimal bid is determined by finding the maximum of Equation 29a or Equation 29b,249

depending on whether CQ < RQ or CQ = RQ:250

B ∗

T = C 2
Q / 2(RQ −CQ) for CQ < RQ (30a)

B ∗

T = HT −CQ for CQ = RQ (30b)

Equation 30b follows from the fact that Equation 29b is a linear increasing function of BT , and so251

the highest possible bid will deliver the greatest expected payoff. As mentioned above, the maximum252

valid bid for Player T is HT −CQ.253

We cannot calculate Player T’s best-response bid B ∗

T without knowing CQ, which in turn is based254

on Player Q’s bid BQ. This suggests the following approach:255

• Calculate Player Q’s optimal bid (Equation 21).256

• Restrict B ∗

Q to [max(LQ, HQ − RT), HQ].257

• Use the resultant C ∗

Q to calculate B ∗

T (Equation 30a or 30b).258

• Restrict B ∗

T to [LT , HT −C ∗

Q ].259

But before we can begin calculations, the virtual players Q and T must be assigned to Players I and J.260

4.4. Player Assignments261

Our geometry-based model requires us to assign Q and T such that C ∗

T > C ∗

Q given bids (B ∗

Q , B ∗

T ).262

Let us begin by supposing that Player I is T. Then the following equivalent expressions (derived from263

Equations 21 and 30a) would apply near the Q vs T boundary:264

Hi − B∗T(i) > Hj − B∗Q(j) (31a)

Hi − (Hj − B∗Q(j))
2
/(2Rj − 2Hj + 2B∗Q(j)) > Hj − B∗Q(j) . (31b)

Since we have already assumed Player J is Q, we drop the Q(j) subscript and simply write B ∗

j .265

Collecting the B ∗

j terms gives the following inequality, when Player I is T:266

B ∗2
j + 2(Hi − Hj + Rj)B ∗

j + H 2
j + 2(HiRj − HjRj − Hi Hj) > 0 . (32)
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Factoring Equation 32 gives267

(B ∗

j + RJ + Hi − Hj −
√

R2
j + H2

i )(B ∗

j + RJ + Hi − Hj +
√

R2
j + H2

i ) > 0 . (33)

If the left-hand term of the inequality in Equation 33 is positive, then the right-hand term must268

also be positive. If both terms are positive, the inequality is true and we can assert that Player I is T.269

So we need only show that the left-hand term of Equation 33 is positive. Isolating that term and270

substituting for B ∗

j from Equation 21, we have271

(Hi − Ri)− (Hj − Rj)+
√

R2
i + H2

j −
√

R2
j + H2

i > 0 Ô⇒ Player I = T (34)

If this inequality is true, we may assign the T subscript to Player I and the Q subscript to Player J272

in order to calculate their optimal bids. Otherwise, we would reverse these assignments.273

To give the reader a sense of how the Q vs T assignment depends on game variables, Figure 7274

maps the assignment according to the ratio of the players’ bidding ranges Rij ≡ Ri/Rj and the ratio of275

their midpoints Mij ≡ Mi/Mj . In the pink area of Figure 7, Player I is certain to be T, whereas in the276

blue area, she is certain to be Q. In the gray areas, the assignment depends on the value of rj = Rj/2Mj277

as shown by the various boundary curves. In any case, the player with the the greater R has a better278

chance of being Q.279

Remember that Equation 34 only applies when both players bid optimally. If a player departs280

from the optimum and makes an arbitrary bid, then the Q vs T assignment is not determined until281

the bids are revealed – and by then it is no longer of interest.282

PLAYER I = T

PLAYER I = Q

0.10
0.25
0.45

Figure 7. Illustration of how Q vs. T are assigned to Player I based on the bidding range ratio Rij and
the midpoint ratio Mij. The boundary in the gray areas depends on the scaled range rj = Rj/2Mj.

4.5. Discussion283

Let’s review a few specific cases to provide a feel for the numbers before we discuss generalities.284

Table 1 offers several sets of example games between Player I and various Player J’s, with assorted285

valuations and no historical showcase price limits. The table lists optimal bids and outcomes when a286

mid-skilled Player I (si = 0.25) faces three different "types" of Player J (sj = 0.15, 0.25, 0.35).287

In the first set of games, in which the showcases have identical valuations ($36,000), we see that288

the best bid for the more-skilled player P is LP, while the optimum bid for the less-skilled player289

skews toward her showcase valuation. When the players are equally skilled, they should both bid290

$30,466 (b∗ ≈ 0.19) in this case.291
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Table 1. Some Unequal-Skill Complete-Information Examples and Results

Valuations Bidding Ranges Optimal Bids Expected Payoffs
V̂i V̂j Ri Rj B ∗

i B ∗

j U ∗

i U ∗

j

10,800 35,478 30,600 11,533 24,832
36,000 36,000 18,000 18,000 30,466 30,466 17,377 17,377

25,200 27,000 33,826 22,575 13,654

14,400 32,848 40,800 14,613 28,371
36,000 48,000 18,000 24,000 27,000 44,642 21,731 18,499

33,600 27,000 49,254 25,774 14,473

7,200 38,372 20,400 8,097 18,995
36,000 24,000 18,000 12,000 34,573 18,000 12,597 15,502

16,800 27,000 19,064 16,670 12,206

Skill levels: si = 0.25, sj = (0.15, 0.25, 0.35) from top to bottom in each section.
No showcase price limits are imposed. Optimal bids where b∗ = 0 are in blue.

In the second set of games, Player J’s valuation and bidding ranges are one-third greater than in292

the first set, while her skill levels are the same as before. Player I’s best bid is now b∗ = 0 against two293

of her three opponent "types" and her expected payoffs have increased – whereas Player J’s payoffs294

are only marginally higher despite her $48,000 valuation. The reason: estimating skill is construed as295

a percentage of showcase valuation but winning bids are decided by dollars. For a player of a given296

skill level, dollar errors tend to increase as valuations rise.297

In the third set of games, the tables turn and Player J has a one-third smaller showcase valuation298

than Player I. Now, only the least-skilled type of Player J should bid more than b∗ = 0. Surprisingly,299

in the match-up where the players are equally-skilled, Player J’s expected payoff exceeds Player I’s300

even with V̂j being one-third less than V̂i.301

This is a good time to discuss the effects of showcase price limits. If the historical price limits302

Vmin = $20, 000 and Vmax = $60, 000 were imposed on the games presented in Table 1, then three of303

those match-ups would have different outcomes, as listed in Table 2.304

Table 2. Unequal-Skill Complete-Information Games with Showcase Price Limits

Valuations J Skill J Bidding Ranges No-Limit Bids Adjusted Bids ∆ Expected Payoff
V̂i V̂j sj Rj R ′

j B ∗

i B ∗

j B ∗ ′

i B ∗ ′

j ∆Ui ∆Uj

36,000 48,000 0.35 33,600 28,800 27,000 49,254 27,000 44,642 -1,664 + 943
36,000 24,000 0.25 12,000 10,000 34,573 18,000 36,098 20,000 -1,796 +2,190
36,000 24,000 0.35 16,800 12,400 27,000 19,064 34,277 20,000 -3,727 +4,458

Showcase price limits Vmin = $20, 000 and Vmax = $60, 000 are imposed (denoted by primes).
Player I skill level si = 0.25 and Ri = $18, 000 in all cases. Optimal bids where b∗ = 0 are in blue.

Player J’s bidding range is truncated at the high end in the first match-up and at the low end in305

the other two instances. Noting the change in expected payoffs when price limits are imposed, we see306

that the limits mainly benefit less-skilled players whose valuations are close to the low limit, because307

large underbids become much less likely.308

Further comparisons of results with and without showcase price limits would double the length309

of this discussion without providing much additional insight. Therefore, we will ignore price limits310

for the rest of this article – or more accurately, we will assume that price limits are already factored311

into the values assigned to Hn, Ln, Mn and Rn.312

To provide a visual sense of how relative skill and unequal valuations affect expected payoffs313

and optimal bids in the C-I game, we present several contour plots (Figures 8 and 9).5 Every point on314

these plots represents a result for Player I of scaled range ri when facing Player J of scaled range rj.315
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Scaled Payoff        (                )

0.5

0.5

0.7

0.3

0.3

0.7

Scaled Bid        (                )

Figure 8. Expected payoff and optimal bid contours (dotted lines) for Player I as a function of the
scaled ranges (0.1 to 0.5) for arbitrary-skill C-I games with identical midpoints (Mij = 1.00) and no
price limits. (a) Player I’s optimal expected scaled payoff ui. (b) Player I’s optimal scaled bid b ∗i .

Figure 8 illustrates the expected payoffs (left) and optimal bids (right) for Player I, as a function316

of the players’ scaled ranges (ri, rj) where the midpoints of the ranges are identical (Mij = 1.00) and317

there are no showcase price limits. Figure 9 is similar except that Player I’s midpoint (i.e., valuation)318

is 1.5 times that of Player J (Mij = 1.50). These figures suggest the following Rules of Thumb:319

320

Rules of Thumb: When showcase valuations are similar, a player with even a slight skill advantage321

should bid b = 0, whereas her opponent should bid closer to her valuation (and possibly higher) as322

her disadvantage grows. But when one showcase is significantly more expensive than the other and323

the players are about equally-skilled, the player with the lower-priced showcase should bid b ≈ 0324

while her opponent bids closer to her valuation (b ≈ 0.4− 0.5).325

326

Figure 9. Expected payoff and optimal bid contours for Player I as a function of the scaled ranges,
for arbitrary-skill C-I games with dissimilar valuations (Mij = 1.50) and no showcase price limits.
a) Player I’s scaled payoff ui. (b) Player I’s optimal scaled bid b∗i .
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5. Arbitrary-Skill Incomplete-Information (Bayesian) Game327

5.1. Framing the Problem328

In this section, we extend our analysis of the unequal-skill game to one in which each player329

knows her own estimating skill as well as the distribution of skill-levels in the player population,330

but she does not know the type (skill) of her opponent. Other aspects of the game are as before:331

randomly assigned showcases, shared knowledge of valuations, unbiased but imprecise estimating332

and simultaneous bidding.333

The literature frequently refers to games involving probability distributions of player-types as334

Bayesian games. The game model we consider in this section does involve priors but does not use335

evidence obtained during the game to update beliefs. Therefore, it is more accurate to simply call our336

game one of incomplete information – not Bayesian – and that is how we will proceed.337

Our goal is to find the set of bids comprising the mutual best-responses of Player I and Player J,338

given their own type (known only to themselves) and the pool-of-types from which their opponent339

is randomly drawn. As such, we see that each player must formulate a bid to compete not against a340

specific opponent but a probability-weighted distribution of player-types.341

To simplify the discussion (and calculations), let us suppose that the distribution of player-types342

is discrete, with X types of Player I and Y types of Player J. An example player-type distribution is343

given in Table 3, where ri(x) is the scaled range for type x of Player I and pi(x) is the probability of344

finding type x among the pool of I-players:345

Table 3. Example player-type distribution (X = Y = 3)

Player I Player J
x ri(x) pi(x) y rj(y) pj(y)

1 0.15 0.25 1 0.15 0.25
2 0.25 0.50 2 0.25 0.50
3 0.35 0.25 3 0.35 0.25

While the example shows Player I and Player J having identical types and probabilities, this is346

not required – hypothetically, one could draw each player from different skill pools. Our analysis347

demands only that the types and their frequencies are common knowledge. For simplicity, we will348

assume from here onward that all players are drawn from the same skill pool.349

There are X ⋅Y possible match-ups between player-types. The goal of each player-type Ix (or Jy)350

is to maximize her composite expected payoff Ũi(x) (or Ũj(y)) from the probability-weighted games351

she will virtually-play against her Y (or X) opponent-types:352

Ũi(x) =
Y
∑
y=1

pj(y)Ui(V̂i, V̂j, Ri(x), Rj(y), B∗i(x), B∗j(y)) and (35a)

Ũj(y) =
X
∑
x=1

pi(x)Uj(V̂i, V̂j, Ri(x), Rj(y), B∗i(x), B∗j(y)) . (35b)

To find the optimal bid for any one player-type, we must optimize the bids of all player-types353

simultaneously – otherwise, one or more player-types would have an incentive to change her bid354

and the solution would not be stable. So our effort must result in a set of mutual-best-response bids355

B∗i(1) . . . B∗i(X) and B∗j(1) . . . B∗j(Y).356

5.2. The Procedure357

While there is no analytical solution for the set of mutual-best-response bids by all player-types,358

we present an analytic-algorithmic procedure (Appendix B) that does produce an equilibrium bid set.359
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The procedure employs a golden-section search6 and iterative rounds of fictitous play to close in on360

each player-type’s best response vs. her probability-weighted pool of opponents.361

Each iteration involves these steps: The first player-type is selected. Successive trial bids for that362

player-type are evaluated vs. the pool of her opponents until her maximum expected payoff (within363

a tolerance) is found. The process is repeated for the remaining player-types until best-response bids364

for all of them have been found. If none of the player-types’ bids differ significantly from those found365

in the previous iteration, then the resultant bid set is taken to be the equilibrium solution.366

In some cases, the bids of one or more player-types may cycle between closely-spaced values367

on successive iterations. To prevent such cycles, the current bid set is compared to the bid set from368

two iterations ago. If the differences between these sets are sufficiently small, then each player-type’s369

optimal bid is defined as the average of her bids in the final two iterations, and the procedure ends.370

Otherwise another iteration is performed.371

It is fortunate that expected-payoff vs. bid curves in this game (see Figure 10 for an example)372

are unimodal over the player’s bidding range and that her maximum expected payoff is often at the373

bidding-range minimum (b = 0). This lets us try a shortcut before resorting to a full search: we first374

test the player-type’s minimum bid and then the bid that is one dollar more. If her expected payoff375

decreases, we know her maximum expected payoff is at b = 0. But if the payoff increases, we know376

the maximum must lie elsewhere in the bidding range and so we begin the golden-section search.7377

The expected payoff from a player-type’s trial bid depends on her opponents’ ranges and bids.378

In the first iteration, the opponent-type’s bid is determined by assuming the opponent is Q and then379

staging a virtual C-I game against the player-type at hand (explained below). In later iterations, the380

best-response bid that was found for that opponent-type (as a player) in the previous iteration is used381

as the opponent-type’s bid in the current iteration.382

Once we know the opponent-type’s best-response to the player’s trial bid, the player’s expected383

payoff is calculated using Equation 20 (if the player is Q) or Equation 29 (if T). The payoff from this384

match-up is multiplied by the probability of encountering the given opponent-type, and the overall385

expected payoff of the player’s trial bid is the sum of the probability-weighted payoffs from all of her386

opponent-type match-ups (per Equation 35).387

^Player-Type 2 Payoffs  (                   )

Figure 10. Expected payoffs (U) for Player-Type 2 vs her bid (B) against the opponent-types listed in
the I-I game example in Table 3, with V̂ = $36, 000 and no showcase price limits. The blue, red and
green curves show her expected payoffs vs. Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 opponents, and the dotted
curve shows her composite expected payoff Ũ vs. the opponent pool. A circle marks her optimal bid.
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This brings us to the sub-problem of how to assign the Q and T roles in a given virtual match-up388

so that we may accurately calculate payoffs for the trial bid. In the second and subsequent iterations,389

it is easy to decide which player is Q and which is T: we know both players’ bids and bidding ranges,390

so we simply see whose C (≡ H − B) is greater, and that person will be T.391

But in first-iteration match-ups, there are no previous opponent bids to (virtually) respond to.392

Our procedure handles this by assuming the opponent is Q and calculating a provisional bid for the393

opponent using Equation 21 with appropriate limits. If C(opponent) ≤ C(player) is in fact true for394

this provisional bid, then our initial assumption holds (the opponent is Q, the player is T) and we395

calculate the player’s expected payoff using Equation 29. Otherwise, the player must be Q and so we396

calculate her expected payoff (which does not depend on her T-opponent’s bid) using Equation 20.8397

5.3. Discussion398

Let’s revisit our example game involving the three player-types in Table 3 and V̂i = V̂j = $36,000.399

Figure 10 shows expected-payoff curves for Player-Type 2 in an I - I game against Type 1 (s = 0.15),400

Type 2 (s = 0.25) and Type 3 (s = 0.35) opponents with no showcase price limits. The dotted curve401

represents her composite expected payoff vs. this opponent-type pool.402

Player-Type 2’s optimal bid is B∗ = $30, 030 (b∗ ≈ 0.17) and her composite expected payoff Ũ is403

$16,533 (u ≈ 0.46). But as Figure 10 shows, her Ũ is rather insensitive to her bid at the low end of her404

bidding range – a bid of $27,000 (b = 0) would not fare much worse, payoff-wise.405

Of particular interest here is how lack of information about one’s opponent affects a player’s406

optimal bid and her expected payoff. We can gain some insight into this by looking at the various407

match-ups in our example game. Table 4 lists the optimal C-I and I - I bids for each player-type vs.408

her possible match-ups, and Table 5 shows the percent change in the player-type’s expected payoff in409

each match-up, when the participants play an I - I game instead of a C-I game.410

The optimal bids in the I - I match-ups (last row of Table 4) are very close to the bids one would411

make against a Type 2 opponent in a C-I match-up, with a slight lean toward the Type 3 opponent.412

This makes sense given that it is more rewarding to face a Type 3 opponent than a Type 1 opponent.413

Table 4. Comparison of optimal bids in C-I and I - I games for each player-type matchup in the
example player pool in Table 3, with assumed valuations V̂n = $36,000 and no showcase price limits.
(Scaled bids b∗ are in parentheses, with b∗ = 0 bids shown in blue.)

Game and Player Type 1 Player Type 2 Player Type 3
Opponent-Type s = 0.15 s = 0.25 s = 0.35

C-I Opp Type 1 31,986 (0.13) 35,478 (0.47) 38,986 (0.62)
C-I Opp Type 2 30,600 (0.00) 30,466 (0.19) 33,826 (0.41)
C-I Opp Type 3 30,600 (0.00) 27,000 (0.00) 29,545 (0.24)
I - I Composite 30,600 (0.00) 30,030 (0.17) 32,608 (0.37)

Table 5. Incomplete-information penalties for each player-type matchup for the example player pool
of Table 3. (Valuations V̂n = $36,000, no showcase price limits.) Values indicate the percent change in
the player-type’s expected payoff for playing an I - I game compared to the corresponding C-I game.
The bottom row (Pool) shows the penalties for playing repeated I - I games vs. the pool of opponents
compared to the expected payoff when playing the same distribution of opponents in C-I games.

Opponent Player-Type 1 Player-Type 2 Player-Type 3
Type s = 0.15 s = 0.25 s = 0.35

1 - 2.1 -12.5 -13.8
2 - 0.7 - 0.1 - 0.2
3 - 0.4 - 5.6 - 2.4

Pool - 0.9 - 4.0 - 3.2
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Regarding payoffs, each player-type in our example suffers a payoff penalty (Table 5) playing414

the I - I version of the corresponding C-I match-up – but the penalty is generally small, a few percent415

or less. Only when Type 2 or Type 3 players face a Type 1 opponent does the penalty exceed 10%.416

The expected-payoff penalty reflects the difference between a player-type’s optimal I - I bid (played417

against all opponent-types) and the optimal bid she would have made against a known opponent.418

To close this discussion, we take a quick look at two variations of our example I - I game. First,419

we compare expected payoffs for the center-weighted 0.25-0.50-0.25 distribution of player-types to420

those for an equal-weighted distribution of the same types (Table 6). Surprisingly, all player-types in421

the equal-weighted pool have marginally lower expected payoffs – apparently the greater likelihood422

of facing a Type 1 opponent outweighs other factors.423

Table 6. Comparison of expected payoffs in incomplete-information games for center-weighted and
equal-weighted player-type pools with V̂i = V̂j = $36,000. Scaled expected payoffs u are in parentheses.

Player-Type 1 Player-Type 2 Player-Type 3
Opponent Mix s = 0.15 s = 0.25 s = 0.35

0.25/0.50/0.25 Mix 23,580 (0.66) 16,533 (0.46) 13,016 (0.36)
0.33/0.34/0.33 Mix 23,234 (0.65) 16,270 (0.45) 12,813 (0.36)

Finally, we consider an I - I game (Table 7) in which Player J’s valuation is one-third greater than424

Player I’s (V̂j = $48, 000 vs. V̂i = $36, 000) and no showcase price limits apply. Both players are from425

the center-weighted pool of Table 3. Again, as we noted in our review of the C-I game (Section 4.5),426

it is not necessarily advantageous for a player to have the more expensive showcase. In fact, Player J427

is disadvantaged in this example, on a dollar basis as well as a percent-of-valuation basis, no matter428

what type she may be. This is because winners are decided by dollar differences, not percentages.429

Table 7. Optimal bids and expected payoffs in I - I games involving the player-types in Table 3, with
valuations V̂i = $36,000 and V̂j = $48,000 Scaled expected payoffs u are in parentheses.

Bidding Ranges Optimal Bids Composite Expected Payoffs
s Ri Rj B ∗

i B ∗

j Ũi Ũj

0.15 10,800 14,400 30,600 40,800 26,685 (0.74) 26,483 (0.55)
0.25 18,000 24,000 27,000 43,883 20,371 (0.57) 17,687 (0.37)
0.35 25,200 33,600 23,400 48,417 16,771 (0.47) 13,857 (0.29)

No showcase price limits are imposed. Optimal bids where b∗ = 0 are in blue.

5.4. Algorithm Performance430

It was not a priority of this study to fine-tune the performance of the algorithm for I - I games,431

but we offer a few observations. The golden-section bid search routine, when configured to find432

exact-dollar bids, evaluates on the order of 20 trial bids per player-type per iteration, including the433

initial "shortcut" bids. The equilibrium bids for the best player-types usually lock in quickly, while434

those for the worst player-types lock in during the final iteration(s) of the procedure.435

The number of iterations needed to find the equilibrium bid set depends on the particular436

combination of bidding ranges, probabilities and valuations. The number of iterations required does437

not necessarily increase with the number of player-types but it does tend to rise as the showcase438

valuations become close to one another. With cycle-detection code in place, ten iterations are rarely439

needed – three to eight are the norm.440

The reader is invited to try out the algorithm herself: a web-based application that calculates441

optimal bids and expected payoffs is available at www.chcollins.com/ tpir-showcase.php (Figure 11).442

The user selects either a complete- or incomplete-information game and then enters the showcase and443

player-type information for up to five player-types. Instructions are provided on-screen.444
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Figure 11. Screenshot of TPIR Showcase Bid Calculator at www.chcollins.com/tpir-showcase.php

6. Conclusions445

This paper has laid analytical groundwork for finding the optimal bids for unbiased players of446

arbitrary skill and unequal showcase valuation in a modified version of the TPIR Showcase Round.447

Given the assumptions incorporated in our player and game models, we have found that the player448

who is the better estimator should usually bid close to the minimum of her bidding range when the449

showcases are similar in value. We have also found that the player with the more expensive showcase450

is at a disadvantage (even if she is as equally skilled as her opponent) and therefore must bid closer451

to the midpoint of her bidding range.452

We have found that a player whose showcase valuation is close to one of the historic price limits453

can shade her bid more than she otherwise would, since she benefits from a narrower bidding range454

(i.e., fewer possible actual showcase prices). And comparing complete vs. incomplete information455

games, we have found there is a payoff penalty for less-skilled players in an incomplete-information456

game, because the optimal bid against the pool is unlikely to be optimal against each opponent-type.457

Opportunities for further work involve incorporating more features of the television show into458

the player and game models. Objectives would include:459

• Consider how the sequential showcase presentation and bidding process used on the TV show460

affects each player’s knowledge of valuations and opponent skill, and determine how this461

asymmetry impacts expected payoffs and optimal bids.462

• Use normal distributions for actual showcase prices and player estimating errors instead of463

the uniform distributions assumed here.464

• Quantify the effect of the double-showcase incentive, which was ignored here.465

While significant departures from the assumptions and simplifications in this work are unlikely466

to allow for analytical solutions, any extensions or refinements of these results would be welcome.467

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.chcollins.com:468
469

Showcase bid calculator application: www.chcollins.com/tpir-showcase.php
Source code (php) for the bid calculator: www.chcollins.com/tpir-showcase.php.txt
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Appendix A. Remarks on Distributions of Bidding Errors and Showcase Prices473

The construct of the uniformly-distributed bidding range as a proxy for estimating skill is central474

to this work, as it allows for an analytical solution for the players’ optimal bids. But this construct is475

actually the product of two assumed uniform distributions: contestant estimating errors and actual476

showcase prices. To the extent that either distribution is non-uniform, the real-life relevance of our477

analysis is somewhat weaker.478

Appendix A.1. Bidding Errors479

It is hard to find data on TPIR players’ estimating errors that are not confounded with their480

bidding strategies. Although there is a wealth of contestant showcase bid data on fan sites such as481

www.tpirstats.com, the bids made on the show are a product of many factors besides estimating skill.482

One data set that may be more useful to us than others is from an amateur online tournament called483

Chatroom Showcase Showoff (CSS).9484

CSS tournaments are conducted in a dedicated forum at www.golden-road.net. Every morning485

that a new episode of TPIR is televised, tournament participants submit their bids for both showcases486

presented that day. If a participant overbids on either showcase, she scores zero that day. Otherwise,487

the players who make the closest bids without going over score the value of the respective showcase,488

plus a bonus if the winning bid is within $250 of the actual price. Typically, 20 to 30 players elect to489

place bids each episode.490

One CSS tournament spans the entire ten-month season of the television show. This means that491

many participants bid on hundreds of showcases during the contest.10 The length of the tournament,492

along with its emphasis on bidding precision vs. strategic play, offers perhaps our cleanest look at the493

estimating skills of motivated players, some of whom appear to keep detailed records.494

To assess the estimating skills of CSS participants, the author selected ten tournament players at495

random, each of whom had bid on at least 18 of 24 showcases presented on TPIR in May 2018. The496

actual showcase prices ranged from $21,489 to $42,584, with a median of $31,126. The players’ bid497

errors were tabulated and the summary statistics defined below were calculated:498

The error in Player n’s bid b on showcase k is defined as εn ≡ (bn −Vk)/Vk. (This means overbids499

are positive errors.) Player n’s average bias εn is defined as the mean of her bid errors. The standard500

deviation σn of her bid errors is taken as a preliminary measure of her estimating precision, on which501

her skill level s is based. (More about this to follow.)502

Table A.1 and Figure A.1 summarize the performance of the ten selected players (as well as the503

TV contestants in aggregate) in tabular and graphical form. The bid errors of each selected player,504

and those of the TV contestants, had a negative bias, which ranged from -0.037 (i.e., 3.7% of the actual505

showcase price) to -0.155. For seven tournament players and the TV contestants, the bias was less506

than one standard deviation from zero. This implies that these players were likely to overbid at least507

15% of the time, assuming their bid errors were normally distributed. Indeed, the overbid rate for the508

ten tournament players in this set of showcases ranged from 8% to 38% and averaged 17%.11
509

As it happens, the bid errors of the selected players and contestants were neither uniformly nor510

normally-distributed but had a positive skew, bearing more resemblance to gamma distributions.511

(Figure A.2 shows smoothed histograms of the bid errors of two players plus the TV contestants).512

Table A.1. Bid error statistics for selected CSS tournament players at golden-road.net (along with
those of the TV contestants) for 24 showcases presented on TPIR in May 2018. See text for definitions.

Player A B C D E F G H I J TV

Number of Bids 22 20 20 24 24 18 24 20 20 20 24
Average Bias (ε) -0.037 -0.116 -0.091 -0.019 -0.089 -0.146 -0.155 -0.096 -0.142 -0.105 -0.127
SD of Errors (σ) 0.081 0.123 0.128 0.129 0.131 0.133 0.138 0.139 0.140 0.145 0.186
Skill Level (s) 0.141 0.213 0.222 0.224 0.226 0.231 0.239 0.241 0.243 0.252 0.322
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Figure A.1. Estimating skill of ten randomly-chosen golden-road.net tournament players (A - J) and
the corresponding performance of the contestants (TV) for 24 TPIR showcases presented in May 2018.
(a) In the lower section, each of the empty circles represents the bid error (difference between the
player’s bid and the actual showcase price) expressed as a fraction of the actual price. Underbids are
negative, overbids are positive. The solid circles show the average bias in each player’s bid errors.
(b) In the upper section, the variability in each player’s bid errors is shown in terms of skill level s.
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Figure A.2. Smoothed histograms of the bid errors of two golden-road.net CSS tournament players
(A and G) and the TV contestants in aggregate (TV) for 24 TPIR showcases presented in May 2018.
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The author surmises that the negative bias and the skewed distributions of the bid errors result513

from TPIR’s unusual bidding rules. It is reasonable to assume that if the participants were playing a514

closest-guess-wins game, their estimating errors would be normally-distributed if not unbiased.515

If we hope to take real-life bid data and make it fit our player model (Section 2.1), we must516

somehow transform a biased and skewed bid-error distribution into an unbiased and uniform one.517

Here is our approach: first, we disregard the bias in bid errors – we assume that a player’s bias stems518

from strategic choice rather than lack of skill; second, we treat the skew as insignificant and hold519

that one’s estimating skill is captured by the standard deviation σ of her bid errors; and last, we520

"fit" a uniform distribution with support [−
√

3σ,+
√

3σ] to the player’s bid errors12 (see Figure A.3).521

The player’s skill value s is thus
√

3σ (where
√

3 = 1.732...).522

Clearly, this transformation overweights the shoulders of a player’s bid-error distribution at the523

expense of its mode and tails. This is the "price" one pays for an analytical (quadratic) solution to the524

optimal bid question. The quantitative effect of this transformation is a topic for further study.525

Player bid errors (fraction of showcase value)

Figure A.3. Uniform approximation to a normal bid-error distribution, minimizing relative entropy

Appendix A.2. Showcase Prices526

How well do actual showcase prices conform to a uniform distribution? The answer is evident527

from the figure below – not so well. Figure A.4 shows the distribution of 100 actual showcase prices528

from 50 episodes of TPIR that aired between January and June 2016. Clearly, there is a "sweet spot"529

for the showcase prices chosen by the producers of the TV show. Accounting for this distribution530

would alter the calculations for Pr(n wins) and EVn∣(n wins) in Sections 3.2, 4.2, and 4.3.531

Figure A.4. Distribution of 100 actual showcase prices presented on TPIR from January to June 2016.
(Data recorded by the author.)
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Appendix B. Analytical-Algorithmic Method for Finding the I-I Equilibrium Bid Set532

Procedure I: Iterated golden-section search

Constants:
i ← 1, j ← 2 ⋯ the players
gold ← 0.618034 ⋯ (

√

5− 1)/2
bidtol ← 2, bidsettol ← 1, itermax ← 20 ⋯ search tolerances and limits

Showcase and player definitions:
valu(i), valu(j), v_min, v_max ← user-defined valuation and price history data
types(player), skill(player, type), prob(player, type)← user-defined player-type arrays

Calculated player-type arrays:
hi(player, type)←min [ valu(player) ⋅ (1+ skill(player, type)), v_max ] ⋯ max of bidding range
lo(player, type)←max [ valu(player) ⋅ (1− skill(player, type)), v_min ] ⋯ min of bidding range
range(player, type)← hi(player, type)− lo(player, type) ⋯ extent of bidding range

Begin:
for iter ← 1, itermax do ⋯ start iterations

maxdi f 1← 0, maxdi f 2← 0 ⋯ initialize bid set difference checks
for player ← 1, 2 do ⋯ consider each player

for pltype ← 1, types(player) do ⋯ and player type
bidhi ← hi(player, pltype), bidlo ← lo(player, pltype) ⋯ initial bounds of search
pay0 ← f pay(player, pltype, bidlo) ⋯ expected payoff of min bid – see f pay function
pay1 ← f pay(player, pltype, bidlo + 1) ⋯ expected payoff for one dollar higher bid
if pay0 > pay1 then ⋯ if max payoff is at min bid

bestbid ← bidlo, bestpay ← pay0 ⋯ we do not have to search
else ⋯ otherwise the shortcut failed

bid1 ← bidlo + gold ∗ (bidhi − bidlo) ⋯ high trial bid
pay1 ← f pay(player, pltype, bid1)

bid2 ← bidhi − gold ∗ (bidhi − bidlo) ⋯ low trial bid
pay2 ← f pay(player, pltype, bid2)

while (bid1 − bid2 < bidtol) do ⋯ loop until the trial bids are nearly equal
if pay1 > pay2 then

bidlo ← bid2, bid2 ← bid1, pay2 ← pay1 ⋯ adjust lower bound
bid1 ← bidlo + gold ∗ (bidhi − bidlo) ⋯ new upper trial bid
pay1 ← f pay(player, pltype, bid1) ⋯ evaluate payoff at new bid

else
bidhi ← bid1, bid1 ← bid2, pay1 ← pay2 ⋯ adjust upper bound
bid2 ← bidhi − gold ∗ (bidhi − bidlo) ⋯ new lower trial bid
pay2 ← f pay(player, pltype, bid2) ⋯ evaluate payoff at new bid

end if
end while (bidtol)
bestbid ← round((bid1 + bid2)/2) ⋯ round best bid to integer
bestpay ← f pay(player, pltype, bestbid) ⋯ refresh payoff result

end if
bidset(iter, player, pltype)← bestbid ⋯ save results from search in bidset array
if iter > 2 then

di f ← abs(bestbid − bidset(iter − 1, player, pltype)) ⋯ change in bid from prev iteration
maxdi f 1←max(di f , maxdi f 1) ⋯ the largest change of all players this iter
di f ← abs(bestbid − bidset(iter − 2, player, pltype)) ⋯ change in bid from two iters ago
maxdi f 2←max(di f , maxdi f 2) ⋯ the largest change from two iters ago

end if
end for (pltype)

end for (player)
if iter ≥ 2 and maxdi f 1 < bidsettol then ⋯ if all bids within tolerance

itermax ← 0 ⋯ equilibrium bid set found, end the program
else if iter ≥ 2 and maxdi f 2 < bidsettol then ⋯ or have we entered a cycle

bidset( f inal, players, types)← average current and previous bids ⋯ if so, average the last two iters
itermax ← 0 ⋯ and end the program

end if
end for (iteration)
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Function Set I: Payoff and best-response bid functions for Procedure I

function f pay(player, pltype, plbid) ⋯ find expected payoff of player’s trial bid vs opponent pool
opp ← 3− player ⋯ array index for opponent
plrange ← range(player, pltype) ⋯ useful shorthand
C(pltype)← hi(player, pltype)− plbid ⋯ C as defined in Section 3.2
totpay ← 0 ⋯ initialize expected payoff
for opptype ← 1, types(opp) do ⋯ cycle through opponent-types

opprange ← range(opp, opptype) ⋯ shorthand for opponent info
opphi ← hi(opp, opptype) ⋯ more shorthand
if iter = 1 then ⋯ if first iteration

oppbid ← f qbid(opprange, opphi, plrange) ⋯ assume opponent is Q and calc opt bid (below)
else ⋯ otherwise

oppbid ← bidset(iter − 1, opp, opptype) ⋯ use opponent-type’s bid from last iteration
end if
C(opptype)← opphi − oppbid
if C(opptype) ≤ C(pltype) then ⋯ now see if opponent is actually Q

thispay ← f tpay(player, pltype, plbid, opptype, oppbid) ⋯ player is T, so use Equation 29
else ⋯ otherwise

thispay ← f qpay(player, pltype, plbid, opptype) ⋯ player is Q, so use Equation 20
end if
totpay ← totpay + prob(opp, opptype) ∗ thispay ⋯ add this weighted payoff to player-type total

end for (opptype)
return totpay ⋯ expected payoff for this player-type’s trial bid

end function

function f qbid(opprange, opphi, plrange) ⋯ opponent’s best-response complete-info bid as Player Q
qbid ← sqrt(opphi2 + plrange2

)− plrange ⋯ from Equation 21
qbid ←max(qbid, opphi − opprange) ⋯ bid or low(opp), whichever higher
qbid ←max(qbid, opphi − plrange) ⋯ bid or high(opp) - range(player), whichever higher
return qbid

end function

533
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Notes554

1 Now retired from his 30-year research-and-development career at Eastman Kodak Company, the author is555

able to watch The Price is Right on weekday mornings without missing work.556

2 PyMC is a Python-language module for Bayesian statistics. See https://pymc-devs.github.io/pymc/557

(accessed 22 April, 2018.)558

3 Unless otherwise noted, all showcase data in this article were compiled from "The Price Is Right Stats" site.559

See http://tpirstats.com (accessed 22 September, 2018).560

4 In Seasons 44-46 of TPIR, for example, no showcases have been worth less than $20,000 and only two have561

been worth more than $60,000. A player’s bidding range should not include prices that are known to be562

outside the showcase price support.563

5 Contour plots were prepared using Plotly Online. Irregularities in the optimal-bid contour curves are564

artifacts of the data grid resolution.565

6 Adapted from "Golden Section Search Method" by A. Yalcin and A. Kaw, in Holistic Numerical Methods,566

published online by University of South Florida at http://mathforcollege.com/nm/topics/opt.html567

(accessed 12 July, 2018).568

7 Algorithmic efficiency was not, however, a priority of this study.569

8 It can be shown that the opponent’s optimal Q bid, if valid, always produces a higher expected payoff than570

the opponent’s optimal T bid, if valid.571

9 The author is not associated with and does not participate in the CSS tournament.572

10 Participants need not play CSS every day but there is a 72-game minimum to qualify for the championship.573

11 The aggregate overbid rate for all showcase contestants in Seasons 44-46 of TPIR was 22.5%. Data from574

http://tpirstats.com (accessed 4 Sept, 2018).575

12 In the article "Normal approximation to uniform distribution" at http://paulispace.com, A. Rocke gives the576

support of the uniform distribution as ±
√

3 (or 1.732...) standard deviations of the corresponding normal577

distribution, based on minimizing relative entropy (site accessed 9 September, 2018). For comparison, the578

support of the best-fit uniform distribution using the least-squares criterion is ≈ ±1.56 standard deviations579

of the normal distribution.580

© 2018 by the author. Submitted to Games for possible open access publication under the terms and conditions581

of the Creative Commons Attribution license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)582
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